
Village Christian School in Sun Valley, California (Los Angeles) seeks a highly skilled and qualified academic and organizational  
leader to be its next High School Principal.

This full-time, executive-level position will be appointed to begin no later than July 1, 2018.

ABOUT VILLAGE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL

Village Christian School was founded in 1949 as a collaborative ministry through Village Church in Burbank, California.  From early 
on, the school was independently governed, making it one of the earliest examples of Christian independent schools in the United 
States.

Building on this deeply respected legacy, strong leadership from Head of School Tom Konjoyan and a re-vitalized  
mission have resulted in steady growth and organizational stabilization over the past seven years.  With 1,100 students, the  
campus functions near capacity, providing a wide range of academic, artistic, and athletic activities at a high level. 

VCS promotes itself as a uniquely diverse community — socio-economically, religiously, ethnically, and internationally.
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The CARE  mission statement summarizes the VCS attitude toward intentional diversity:

CHRIST-CENTERED  Village Christian School sees its primary purpose to be a welcoming school where students can be exposed to 
the rich life of God’s love by knowing Christ personally (John 17:3). It is our desire that every student comes to a point where Christ 
is at the center of their life, influencing every thought that they have and action that they make. In so doing, they will be equipped to 
spread His Word even further. 

ACCESSIBLE/AFFORDABLE  Allowing Christ to influence every thought and action, we model our school after Jesus’ example of 
making Himself available to all that would come to Him. He did not set Himself aside for the most privileged or most affluent, but  
rather was welcoming to all that wanted to hear Him. Following His lead, our goal is to be accessible to the greatest number of  
students and families possible. 

REAL RELATIONSHIPS  Motivated by love, God sacrificed His own Son so that we could have a real eternal relationship with Him 
(John 3:16). Likewise, the evidence that we have a vital relationship with Christ shows up in the way we love one another. (John 13:35). 
Having a personal relationship with Jesus Christ is central to every other relationship we have and as we pursue this relationship with 
Him, He will increase our desire to serve one another. 

EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE Finally, as a school, these values are expressed in an excellent Christian education. We don’t  
believe that excellence is compromised with accessibility and therefore, we dedicate ourselves in the pursuit of academic excellence  
unmatched by both public and other private schools. It is our desire that each student develop a lifelong love of learning and  
improving themselves for the future. 
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AMONG ITS NUMEROUS INNOVATIONS , Village Christian High School involves students in a  
trademark-protected program called Concentrations ®, which allows each student to explore areas of academic  
and career interest, assisting them in setting goals for college and beyond.

• ENTREPRENEURIALISM AND GLOBAL LEADERSHIP

• HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

• MINISTRY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

• PERFORMING FINE ARTS, MEDIA, AND ENTERTAINMENT

• SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING, AND MATH

• VISUAL FINE ARTS, MEDIA, AND ENTERTAINMENT

Leveraging the talent and resources of the Los Angeles  
entertainment industry, VCS has also distinguished itself with a  
superlative Fine Arts program, showcasing student talent as a method of  
developing a modern voice for Christian faith.  Highlights of the program  
include blockbuster musicals produced and performed at a professional  
level, reflective of the high standards engrained in the VCS mission.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGjraTAK3BY&feature=youtu.be

At the heart of the VCS High School experience lies the opportunity for  
students to encounter the Gospel of Jesus in the course of every activity.  
In academic study, athletic competition, artistic performance, leadership  
exercises, ministry service — however students are engaged — the High 
School faculty and staff prioritize Christian faith and its dynamic practice as 
their unifying common cause.

Further distinguishing the school as a leading institution, VCS has been 
named a National Blue Ribbon School of Excellence, is accredited by the 
Western Association of Colleges and Schools (WASC), and was the first  
California school to gain membership in the prestigious Council on  
Educational Standards and Accountability (CESA).
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THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL’S CALLING
The VCS High School Principal will succeed retiring Principal Bruce Osgood, who has set a high standard for relational 
leadership, focusing on the needs of students and the personal development of faculty and staff.  The following outlines 
primary areas of consideration for this position:

1)   Mindset — the attitudes that will ensure integration into the VCS mission and community
2)   Strategy — the abilities to lead in a way that continues to build organizational momentum

MINDSET CHARACTERISTICS

Students

• Being highly visible and pursuing relationships with students
• Focused on students and their needs as the basis for every decision
• Energized by an ethnically, spiritually, academically diverse student body
• Flexible in interactions with students and families and able to operate  
 effectively in complex situations
• An open-minded appreciation for popular culture and its importance  
 to students
• A seeker-sensitive approach to leading students and their families
• Responsive to the needs of high-risk students

Faculty

• Motivated by a coaching and training role in assisting teachers to  
 continually improve their craft
• Adaptive to the generational changes affecting the teaching profession
• Ready to listen, spend time assessing people’s skills, and gain trust by  
 building people up
• Open to ideas and initiatives that need to be tested to prove their value
• Imaginative in proposing ways to recruit and retain high-performing teachers 

Education

• Sees Christian schooling as a mission — an opportunity to speak Jesus into  
 students’ and families’ lives
• Committed to a research- based, progressive 21st century understanding  
 of teaching and learning
• Persistent in pushing academic rigor
• Skilled in crafting a culture that supports all aspects of a student’s  
 development into adulthood
• Uncompromising on the goal of college preparation
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STRATEGIC CHALLENGES

Students

• Managing the balance between accountability and grace
• Encouraging student ownership of school culture and their own learning
• Assisting students in maintaining balance in their commitments
• Supporting a wide range of academic aptitudes and motivations
• Standardizing policies and procedures regarding expectations for students

Faculty

• Utilizing faculty resources to provide ongoing effective,  
 consistent teacher training, mentoring, and improvement support
• Strengthening teacher hiring practices and recruitment efforts
• Retaining veteran teachers who add the highest value
• Prioritizing academic rigor over busywork
• Developing teachers who love God and students

Administrative

• Collaborating enthusiastically with a highly engaged administrative team
• Contributing creatively to faculty compensation and professional support plans
• Scaling up curriculum planning and mapping efforts to keep pace with growth
• Evaluating essential components of successful programs and editing less  
 effective or non-essential programs out to make budgets work
• Moving mentalities from innovation cycles to improvement cycles
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THE APPLICATION PROCESS

In addition to the above, we seek the following in qualified candidates:

• Active member of an evangelical church, whose lifestyle demonstrates their personal commitment  
 and belief in Jesus Christ.

• Individuals who are committed to advancing the Kingdom of God through their professional skills and  
 education and who see their work as an investment in the academic and spiritual development of students.

• A master’s degree in education or a related field.

• Five years of full-time academic administrative experience at the secondary level.

• Full-time administrative experience in a Christian or other independent/private school.

To apply for the position, please complete and submit the Classified Application online at www.villagechristian.org 
along with your resume to Mindy Bloom at mindyb@villagechristian.org. 

If you have any questions regarding the application process, please contact:

Mindy Bloom
Human Resources Administrator
(818 ) 767- 8382 ext. 206
mindyb@villagechristian.org


